More than 600 laboratories participate in the National External Quality Assessment Scheme for Haematology (NEQAS(H)),' reflecting the importance given by laboratories to external quality assessment (EQA) fig 1) the difference between our reported haemoglobin result and the group median for STKR samples 1 and 2 was 0 3 g/dl and 0-1 g/dl, respectively.
The advantage of combining graphical with interpretative information is illustrated for vitamin B12 assays (fig 2) (table 2 ). The performance chart shows that a DI of 3-2 was scored for sample 1 in trial 8908. A reduced example of the interpretative assessment worksheet (table 2) indicated that, although our result was higher than the group mean, the interpretation was in agreement with the consensus.
Discussion
We required a simple practical approach to assess our performance in EQAS with efficient processing of data. We devised a system to organise and process all our EQAS data in the same manner, regardless of source, with a final stage of generating cumulative summaries of performance. Most data are reduced to graphs of the DI against time for each test. A performance chart consisting of a composite display of up to four graphs per A 4 page condenses the number of sheets to be examined and reduces paper generation. The interpretative assessments provided for haematinic trials have proved useful for identifying discrepancies between assay values, and the consensus interpretation and will be extended to the coagulation trials.
The DI is used in most cases to present performance data and affords the advantages of allowing accuracy for different samples and variables to be compared readily. A specific "group DI" rather than the "All method DI" is used. By centralising the EQAS processing, managerial and technical improvements have resulted. For example, familiarity with the different schemes has been acquired by the coordinator through continued exposure and it is now a simple matter to extract the DIs or raw data for calculation. The coordinator is therefore seen as a point of reference for queries from all staff. Now that the system is operational and the quality assurance coordinator has gained experience, the time taken to process the data is small compared with that taken by each individual section performing the same functions.
Although the quality assurance coordinator undertakes a key role in the process this function is not necessarily limited to a single individual; in fact the coordinator has a named deputy able to fulfil the initial sample distribution and result collection roles. Input of data to the spreadsheet and graph production can be made by clerical or scientific staff, although final graph generation is usually made by the quality assurance coordinator.
The use of spreadsheets on a computer system provides for long term storage of our EQAS studies and is flexible enough to allow additional information to be readily accommodated as new tests have been introduced. Once the initial process for producing a graphical printout had been defined, the extension of the spreadsheet does not affect previously entered data. The use of other variables of performance can also be incorporated-for example, the Variance Index; this should make the system adaptable for use by other pathology disciplines. There is no absolute requirement to use Smartware II as other spreadsheet programs with adequate graphics facilities should be adaptable.
In future, the benefits of an integrated package will enable the use of the word-processor for input of textual information. This would be useful when DIs exceed the acceptable limits, and specific details or a description of the possible cause or reasons for the deviation will be recorded. Furthermore, we now fax some of our interregional results. The NEQAS (general) organiser and Steering Committee have approved a pilot experiment to investigate electronic transfer of results and reports between the organisers' and participants' computers to aid efficient data handling. The specification for these interchanges is currently underway. Success in this pilot experiment will provide an efficient extension to the department's current computerised assessment of performance in EQAS.
